lined rectangle at three successive orientations 17 ~ apart for durations and interstimulus intervals (ISis) of 250 ms, implying a smooth rotation of the rectangle in the picture plane. Following a retention period of 250 ms, a fourth rectangle was presented, which was either identical in orientation to the third or differed by rotation of 6 ~ in the same or opposite direction as the implied rotation. This pattern was left on until the subjects indicated whether or not the last two patterns were in exactly the same position. They made almost seven times as many errors rejecting the forwardly rotated distractors and took an average of 216 ms longer to do so, suggesting that their visual memories had been shifted forward by the implied rotations. Because these induced forward shifts resembled the tendency for a moving object to resist attempts to halt its motion, Freyd and Finke referred to the phenomenon as representational momentum.
In a later series of experiments, Finke and Freyd (1985) found that the phenomenon could be extended to cases where the inducing displays implied a changing configuration of the elements of a pattern, depicting nonrigid transformations of its shape. For their inducing displays, they presented dot patterns in which the dots were displaced in separate directions at an average rate, in terms of degrees of visual angle, of 0.6~ Their findings were similar to those of Freyd and Finke (1984) : Subjects made many more errors rejecting test patterns in which the dots were displaced by a small amount (0.2 ~ in the same directions as in the inducing displays than in those in which the dots were displaced in the opposite, backward directions. In addition, reaction times (RTs) were 206 ms longer for correctly rejecting the forwardly transformed test patterns than for correctly rejecting the backwardly transformed test patterns. This is also similar to what Freyd and Finke (1984) found for implied rotations of rigid forms.
Evidence that representational momentum for implied rotation may obey some of the same laws as physical momentum was reported by Freyd and Finke (1985) . They used an improved technique for assessing the strength of the effect, measuring shifts in the average distribution of "same" responses for a range of test pattern displacements as opposed to simply measuring differences in error rate for a single pair of forward and backward distractors. By varying the implied velocity of the inducing displays from 15 ~ to 49~ (which was accomplished by varying the inducing ISis from 100 to 900 ms while keeping the stimulus durations constant at 250 ms), Freyd and Finke found that the memory shifts increased in proportion to the implied velocity at a rate of 0.019 ~ per degree/s increment. This increasing shift resembled the way an object's stopping distance increases as its velocity increases because of its increasing physical momentum.
In the present study we first wanted to establish, using variations of the improved methods developed by Freyd and Finke (1985) , whether the momentum effect for implied changes in a configuration of pattern elements, like that for implied rotations of rigid forms, exhibits an increasing forward shift with increases in implied velocity. If the stopping distance in representational momentum does correspond to that for physically moving objects, then implied velocity should matter even when the pattem elements are depicted to move in different directions. In particular, we should find that the memory shifts increase by an amount proportional to increases in implied velocity for each of the elements, Our second goal was to see what would happen when the inducing displays depicted an acceleration or deceleration of the pattern elements. Again, if representational momentum is truly analogous to physical momentum, the amount of shift in visual memory should be determined by the final velocity implied by the inducing displays, not just by the average implied velocity. This is because the momentum that an accelerating or decelerating object acquires depends on its final velocity, not on its average velocity when an imparting force is applied.
We begin by presenting a theory to explain why representational momentum occurs and then consider the predictions that the theory makes for how implied motions should affect accuracy and RTs in these tasks.
A Theory of Representational Momentum
According to our theory, the induced shifts in visual memory occur because there is a natural tendency to mentally extrapolate implied motions into the future. This tendency arises for several reasons. First, it is useful in anticipating the future positions of objects that are moving in a consistent manner (e.g., Jagacinski, Johnson, & Miller, 1983; Rosenbaum, 1975) . Second, it contributes to the regulation and control of bodily movements by enabling one to anticipate how those movements should continue once they are initiated (e.g., Finke, 1979; Greenwald, 1970) . Additionally, the tendency to mentally carry out implied motions is useful whenever correct recognition depends on one's ability to imagine objects moving to expected or familiar positions (e.g., Finke & Pinker, 1983; Shepard & Cooper, 1982) .
We next assume that there is a kind of inertial property associated with the extrapolation process, which we refer to specifically as representational momentum. As a consequence of this property, mental extrapolations, like moving physical objects, cannot be instantly halted. Instead, they continue for some time after one begins to stop them. Moreover, just as the momentum of a moving object increases as its velocity increases, making the object more difficult to stop, we assume that mental extrapolations are likewise more difficult to stop as the implied velocity of the inducing displays increases. In addition, if the inducing displays imply a change in velocity, it is the final implied velocity that should matter in determining the amount of representational momentum, just as an object's physical momentum is determined by the final velocity it achieves following acceleration.
We also propose that there are important differences between physical and representational momentum. For example, in addition to the implied velocity, how the implied motions are specified can influence the amount of representational momentum. If the inducing displays are presented at too slow a rate or do not clearly depict the motions, the tendency to extrapolate will be weaker. Likewise, if the inducing displays depict a forward motion that cannot be easily extrapolated (see Freyd & Finke, 1984 , Experiment 2), representational momentum may not be created.
There are several other restrictions concerning our use of the momentum analogy that we must address. First, our proposed corresondence between physical and representational momentum pertains to how mental extrapolations are stopped, not to the particular pathways that the extrapolations might follow. Strictly speaking, these are representational pathways and may or may not correspond to the paths taken by actual physical objects. For example, mental extrapolations may carry forward imparting or constraining forces that are implied in the inducing sequence, and may thus reflect observational or conceptual biases about the motions of objects (McCloskey, Caramazza, & Green, 1980; McCloskey & Kohl, 1983) . We would predict, however, that whichever pathway is selected in extrapolating the implied motions, representational momentum would occur along that pathway. We will elaborate upon this point later.
A related issue concerns the generality of our theory. We need to allow for the possibility that representational momentum can also occur for extrapolations that have no simple analogue to the motions of physical objects. For example, implied changes in sound, size, or color might give rise to momentum effects if these changes can be extrapolated along some representational pathway (Kelly & Freyd, 1985) . In fact, it may be possible to obtain a momentum effect for any type of implied transformation, along with an increasing forward memory shift as the rate of the implied change increases, as long as the transformation can be extrapolated into the future.
Why do we assume that mental extrapolations should exhibit an inertial tendency in the first place? It seems reasonable to do so because changes in nature usually tend to continue, especially as the rate of change increases. In the case of rigid motion, for example, objects that are moving more quickly are more likely to continue moving in the same direction in the presence of frictional or other opposing forces. It thus makes sense that the inertial properties of motion would have been internalized to some extent in the process of mental extrapolation.
There is an alternative theory that might explain our previous findings without relying on an analogy to physical momentum. Suppose that it always takes people a certain amount of time to realize that an implied motion that they have begun to extrapolate has suddenly stopped. By then, their extrapolations would have continued forward by an amount proportional to the implied velocity, but not because it was difficult to stop the extrapolations. This alternative account, although plausible, does not explain the momentum effect under the experimental conditions we have so far used because the final positions in the inducing sequences were the same on every trial for every subject. As a result, there was no uncertainty as to when or where the implied motions would stop, and the subjects would not have needed additional time to realize that this had occurred.
Because the memory shifts still occur even when observers know in advance when the implied motions will cease, we further assume that people can quickly stop the mental extrapolations only by applying an opposing, internal force, which we refer to as cognitive resistance. The mental act of applying cognitive resistance is analogous to the physical act of applying the brakes quickly to stop a moving car. In each case, the stopping distance will depend on the momentum and on how rapidly the resistant force is applied. We make no other proposals about the nature of cognitive resistance at this time and allow for a more elaborate characterization (and possibly a more precise term) in future refinements of the theory.
The fundamental idea underlying our theory is that even when cognitive resistance is applied with maximum effort, mental extrapolations cannot be instantly halted if there is any forward momentum still associated with them. Instead, the extrapolations will stop at some point beyond where cognitive resistance was first applied, resulting in a forward shift in the remembered final position or configuration. In contrast, if no cognitive resistance is applied, the extrapolations will continue at their normal rate to the next step in the sequence.
In all of our experiments, subjects are strongly motivated not to allow the extrapolations to continue because the task requires that they accurately recall the true final positions. If we therefore assume that cognitive resistance is applied as soon as the inducing sequence is completed and with the same maximum effort, the memory shifts will be small compared with the step size of the implied motions, and they will be proportional to the implied velocity. To return to our car analogy, if the brakes are applied forcefully as soon as the decision to stop is made, the stopping distance will be much shorter than the distance the car would have traveled if allowed to coast and will be proportional to the final velocity that the car achieved.
Exactly how large should these memory shifts be relative to the distances covered were the extrapolation to continue unimpeded? Taking the data from Freyd and Finke (1985) , we found that the average memory shift for implied rotation was 12.7% of what would have been the fully extrapolated angular displacement in the next step in the inducing sequence. Assuming that the effective stopping distance would be similar for all types of mental extrapolations, we predicted that the ratio between the forward memory shifts in the present experiments and the fully extrapolated distances to the next dot positions would be around 10%. Accordingly, we predicted that the actual amount of shift would increase at this same ratio as the final extrapolated distance increased.
As mentioned previously, our principal measure of the induced memory shifts was based on distributions of "same" responses given to test patterns ranging in the amount of forward and backward displacement of the dots. Following the procedure of Freyd and Finke (1985) , quadratic regressions on these data provided estimates of how far the memories for the final pattern in the display sequences shifted forward. As in that study, we hoped to find that observers were most likely to regard as equivalent to the final pattern in the inducing sequence not the actual same pattern but one that was changed slightly in the direction of the implied motions.
Our second measure of the induced memory shifts was RT for responding "different" to each of the test patterns. We predicted that distributions of these RTs would also be shifted forward in proportion to the implied velocity; the maximum RT would correspond to what is remembered to be the final pattern. This follows from the general finding in the literature that discrimination time increases as the similarity between a memory representation and a presented stimulus increases (e.g., Cooper & Podgorny, 1976) .
Our third measure was RT for responding "same" to each of the test patterns. Here, we expected that the distributions would again be shifted forward by an amount proportional to the implied velocity, but with the minimum RT corresponding to the remembered final pattern. The reason is that verification time for matching the shapes of patterns generally increases as a memory representation becomes less similar to the presented stimulus (e.g., Shepard & Cooper, 1982) .
In summary, if visual memories are in fact shifted forward as described by our theory, these three measures should yield consistent results. Specifically, a test pattern that is shifted forward by approximately 10% of the fully extrapolated distance should be regarded as the remembered pattern, be accepted as such most rapidly, and take the most time to reject as being different.
Experiment 1
The major advantage of using test patterns that vary in the amount of forward and backward displacement is that they permit one to obtain better estimates of the size of the induced memory shifts. In Experiment l, we hoped that this technique would be sensitive enough to resolve a velocity effect for implied changes in the positions of pattern elements, following the presentation of four inducing displays. Finke and Freyd (1985) , using a single pair of forward and backward distractors and three inducing displays, had found only suggestive evidence for a velocity effect for these types of implied motions. We also hoped that this technique would reveal the range of individual differences in the size of the momentum effect, which we were also not able to do using our previous methods.
Method
Subjects. Sixteen undergraduate students at the State University of New York at Stony Brook served as subjects, partially satisfying a research requirement in an introductory psychology course.
Stimuli. The stimuli were generated using an IBM personal computer and displayed using an IBM color monitor. Each trial consisted of a sequence of five dot patterns containing three green dots, presented within a circular viewing field 17.6 o in diameter at a viewing distance of 42 cm. The individual dots, presented as single illuminated pixels against a uniform, medium-grey background, subtended approximately 8 min of visual angle, corresponding to a distance of approximately 1 mm on the display screen. Additional details of the generation and calibration procedures for these stimuli can be found in Finke and Freyd (1985, Experiment 1).
Each trial began with a red fixation dot presented at the center of the screen for 2 s, together with a 1-s warning tone. Following a l-s blank interval, the five dot patterns were presented in succession using an ISI of 750 ms. The first four patterns in the sequence, the inducing displays, were presented for durations of 250 ms each and depicted translations of the three dots in separate directions. The presentation rate for all patterns, in terms of the stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA), was thus one display/s. Figure 1 presents examples of these displays, which implied constant dot velocities of 1.0~ 0.6~ and 0.2~ The fourth pattern in the inducing sequence, which the subjects were to remember, was the same on every trial. The x,y coordinates of the three dots in this pattern, in terms of degrees of visual angle from the center of the screen, were (1.0, 1.0), (2.0, 0.0), and (-2.0, -1.0).
To create a constant implied velocity of 1.0~ the first three patterns showed the dots displaced by 3.0 ~ 2.0 ~ and 1.0 ~ respectively, from their positions in the fourth pattern. Similarly, to create a constant implied velocity of 0.6~ the first three patterns showed the dots displaced by 1.8 ~ 1.2 ~ and 0.6~ and, to create a constant implied velocity of 0.2~ by 0.6 ~ 0.4 ~ and 0.2 ~ We decided to vary the inducing displacements and keep the inducing ISis constant because Finke and Freyd (1985) found that subjects had difficulty attending to these types of displays whenever the inducing ISis were lengthened sufficiently to produce the slower implied velocities. As in previous studies, implied rather than actual motion was used to avoid possible artifacts resulting from motion aftereffects. Also, the use of ISis of 750 ms or longer eliminates visual apparent motion for these types of displays, as was demonstrated by Finke and Freyd (1985) .
The stimuli shown in Figure 1 represent one set of inducing displays. A second set was created by showing the dots displaced by the same amounts but from different starting points and in the opposite directions, while achieving the same inducing velocities and final dot configuration. This was done to counterbalance the particular directions of implied motion.
The fifth pattern in the sequence was always a test pattern. There were seven types of test patterns; three represented forward distractors, three represented backward distractors, and the other pattern was physically identical to the last pattern in the inducing sequence. In the forward distractors, the dots were displaced 0.1 ~ 0.2 ~ or 0.3 ~ in the same directions as the implied motions; in the backward distractors, they were displaced 0.1 ~ 0.2 ~ or 0.3 ~ in the opposite directions. Because the two sets of inducing patterns created opposite directions of implied motion, the forward distractors for one set were the backward distractors for the other set, and vice versa. The test patterns were displayed for 3 s and were followed by a 4-s intertrial interval.
Procedure. The subjects were tested individually in 1-hr sessions. Subjects sat in front of the color monitor, and the nature of the task was explained. They were told that on every trial they would be shown a sequence of five dot patterns, and that they were to judge whether or not the last pattern was identical, in all respects, to the one that immediately preceded it. They were to respond to the last pattern by pressing either a "yes" or a "no" button on a response box located directly below the display.
A demonstration program then presented examples of sequences conraining the "same" test pattern, a forward distractor, and a backward distractor. For these demonstrations, the implied velocity was 0.6 ~ and the dots in the distractors were displaced by 0.2 ~ While the subjects observed these displays the experimenter pointed out the two distinct ways that the last two patterns could be different and emphasized that both types of distractors were to be regarded as different from the preceding pattern. The subjects were also told that in the actual task, the A C 8 Figure 1 , One set of inducing display sequences used in Experiment 1. The implied inducing velocities were (A) 1.0~ (B) 0.6~ and (C) 0.2~ test patterns would sometimes be harder to judge and sometimes easier than those in the demonstration, and that the first three patterns would sometimes vary, although this would not be systematically related to the type of test pattern that would appear.
The subjects were further told that the patterns used as test patterns would be randomly selected, and that as a result there could be many trials in a row with the same correct response. In addition, because the true "same" test pattern would only appear on 14.3% of the trials, subjects were informed that although there would definitely be some truly "same" and truly "different" trials, there may be more of one kind of trial than the other. As an example, they were told the last two patterns would be identical perhaps in 80% of the trials, or, alternatively, perhaps the last two patterns would be different in 80% of the trials. This information was supplied so subjects would not just assume that half of their responses should be "same" They were also told, however, that if the last two patterns were different, there was an equal chance that the dots would be displaced in the forward and backward directions. Additional instructions stressed the importance of watching all three dots in each pattern.
The direction of implied motion was counterbalanced between subjects. There were four blocks of 42 trials; the first block counted as practice. Within each block, the three implied velocities and the seven types of test patterns occurred equally often. The orders of implied velocities and test patterns were randomized; the only constraint was that the same type of trial did not occur more than twice in a row. To remind the subjects when to respond, a faint audible "click" was presented in conjunction with the onset of the test patterns. At the end of each block, the subjects were given a l-rain rest period.
Response selections and RTs were automatically recorded by the computer onto a data file. The experimenter, who was never in contact with the subjects when the trials were being conducted, monitored the equipment from a separate room. The overhead lights were dimmed prior to testing and were then turned off. At the conclusion, the subjects were debriefed regarding the purpose of the experiment and the predicted results.
Results
Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted on the number of "same" responses for the three velocity conditions and the seven types of test patterns. Shifts in the discrimination functions for these distributions were estimated using quadratic regressions. Because there were no differences between the two directions of implied motion in this or any other experiment in this study, the data were averaged across the two groups of subjects counterbalancing this factor. The RT data were not subjected to ANOVAS because many subjects did not give at least one "same" and one "different" response to each combination of implied velocity and type of test pattern. RTs greater than 3,000 ms or less than 100 ms were excluded from the reported averages and regressions; these occurred on less than 3% of all trials.
Distributions of "same" responses. Our initial analysis revealed a highly significant main effect of the type of test pattern on the average number of"same" responses, F(6, 90) = 48.75, p < .001 (MSe = 3.06). As shown in Figure 2 , the average distribution of "same" responses exhibited a large quadratic component, F(I, 15) = 80.40, p < .001 (MSe = 2.1 l, SS = 169.77), reflecting the general shape of the distribution; a smaller linear component, F(1, 15) = 54.38, p < .001 (MS, = 1.56, SS = 84.87), reflecting the small forward shift in the distribution; and a still smaller residual component, F(4, 60) = 17.97, p < .001 (MSe = 0.61, SS = 43.85), contributing to the approximate normal form of the distribution.
The small forward shift in the average distribution was further demonstrated by contrast analyses, which revealed that there were significantly more "same" responses to each of the forward distractors than to the corresponding backward distractors (p < .001 for each analysis). A quadratic regression on these means showed that the average amount of forward shift was 0.060 ~ , which was one tenth the average dot displacement in each step of the inducing sequence.
Figure 2 also presents the average distribution of "same" responses for each of the velocity conditions. As predicted, the amount of forward shift was an increasing function of implied velocity as indicated by a significant interaction between velocity and type of test pattern, F(12, 180) = 7.96, p < .001 (MSe = 0.87). Quadratic regressions on these distributions revealed increasing forward shifts with increasing implied velocity of 0.024~ 0.074 ~ and 0.103~ these corresponded to 12.0% 12.3%, and 10.3%, respectively, of the dot displacements in the fully extrapolated positions (which were 0.20 ~ , 0.60 ~ , and 1.00% respectively). The quadratic fits were quite good, accounting for an average of 85.3% of the variance. By comparison, linear regressions performed on these data yielded much poorer fits, accounting for an average of 21.5% of the variance.
All 16 subjects showed the momentum effect in their individual discrimination functions. For 15 subjects, the quadratic fits were reasonably good; they accounted for 52.5% to 93.3% of the individual variance and provided estimates of individual memory shifts ranging from +0.013 ~ to +0.175 ~ (M = +0.061 ~ SD = 0.044~ The one deviant subject gave "same" responses almost exclusively to each of the forward distractors, yielding a function that was best fitted by a linear regression (which alone accounted for 90.6% of the variance). With this single subject removed, quadratic regressions for the group data provided somewhat smaller estimated forward shifts of 0.017 ~ 0.063 ~ and 0.090 ~ for the three levels of increasing implied velocity, corresponding to ratios of 8.5%, 10.5% and 9.0% of the fully extrapolated displacements. The subjects gave an average of 44.6% "same" responses. This ratio ranged from 30.2% to 77.0% in the individual distributions. (With the deviant subject excluded, the range was 30.2% to 61.1%.)
Reaction times. The mean RTs for responding "same" in all conditions are presented in the upper part of Table 1 . Quadratic regressions on these means were generally consistent with the previous analyses. They accounted for an average of 88.8% of the variance and revealed a small forward shift of 0.049 ~ for the estimated average minimum RT, which was 8.2% of the fully extrapolated displacement for the average velocity. They also revealed a velocity effect; the estimated forward shifts of 0.018 o, 0.054 ~ and 0.068 ~ corresponded to ratios of 9.0%, 9.0%, and 6.8% of the fully extrapolated displacements.
The lower part of Table 1 presents the average RTs for responding "different" in all conditions. As we found in our previous studies, RTs for correctly rejecting the forward distractors were, in each case, longer than those for correctly rejecting the corresponding backward distractors. Quadratic regressions accounted for an average of 88.3% of the variance and provided a larger estimate of the average memory shift than the two other measures (0.096~ which was 16% of the fully extrapolated displacement for the average velocity). The velocity effect was also larger by this measure because the estimated forward shifts for increasing levels of implied velocity were 0.050 ~ , 0.092 ~ , and 0.212 ~ corresponding to ratios of 25.0%, 15~3%, and 21.2% of the fully extrapolated displacements.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 generally support our theory. The average distribution of "same" responses was an essentially normat distribution that was shifted slightly forward in the direction oftbe implied motions. This forward shift was also obtained for the RT functions. As expected, subjects were most likely to regard a small forward distractor as identical to the pattern they were to remember, even though the implied motions depicted changes in the pattern's shape. On the average, they were more likely to respond "same" to the +0.1 o distractor than to the actual same pattern, accepted it as being the same more rapidly, and took longer to reject it as being different (see Figure 3 ). In addition, because the likelihood of responding "same" decreased as the forward distractor displacements increased to +0.2 o and +0.3 o, we can rule out the possibility that the subjects continued to extrapolate the implied motions of the dots all the way forward to the next step in the inducing sequence (see also Finke & Freyd, 1985, Experiment 4) . Rather, as our theory predicts, the forward extrapolations were evidently stopped a short distance beyond the dot positions in the final inducing pattern.
Further, we found that the memory shifts, when estimated from distributions of"same" responses, increased as the implied velocity increased at approximately the same rate of 10% to 12% of the fully extrapolated displacements. This finding is consistent with that of Freyd and Finkr (1985) for implied rotations of rigid forms and helps to establish the generality of the velocity effect in representational momentum. According to our theory, the memory shifts should always be proportional to the implied velocity for all types of implied motions.
An alternative explanation for our velocity effect is that subjects might have confused some of the backward distractors with the next-to-last pattern in the inducing sequence, especially at the lowest implied velocity of 0.2~ This is because the dots in that pattern were physically closer, on the average, to those in the backward distractors. As Figure 2 shows, however, subjects were no more likely to respond "same" to the -0.2 ~ distractor when the implied velocity was 0.2~ than when it was 0.6~ or 1.0~ even though in the former case this distractor and the next-to-last inducing pattern were identical.
The RT data provided estimates of memory shifts that were mostly consistent with those based on distributions of "same" responses because the RT distributions were each shifted forward I00, Note. Positive and negative dot displacements refer to the forward and backward distractors, respectively. The number of responses contributing to each mean may be derived from the percentages of"same" responses presented in Figure 2 (N = 16).
(see Figure 3) , and because the estimated shifts increased as the implied velocity increased. However, the estimates were somewhat smaller for the "same" RTs and nearly twice as large for the "different" RTs. The results of Experiment I also demonstrate that people differ considerably in the size of their memory shifts. Although each subject showed a momentum effect to some extent (ruling out the possible criticism that the mean distributions were somehow an artifact of averaging responses across subjects), estimates of forward shifts in the individual discrimination functions revealed that the magnitude of the effect varied by a factor of more than 10.
As in previous studies on the momentum effect, our findings cannot be easily explained in terms of, for example, artifactual persistence of the cathode ray tube (CRT) or sensory persistence of the icon (e.g., Coltheart, 1980; Irwin, Yantis, & Jonides, 1983; Long, 1980; Sperling, 1960) . Any residual impression of the final inducing pattern would have made it easier for subjects to reject the forward distractors.
Experiment 2
If a force acts on a moving object to change its velocity, the resultant momentum and the object's stopping distance are determined by the object's final velocity. This property of physical momentum leads to another prediction of our theory: Whenever the inducing sequence implies a consistent change in velocity, the memory shifts will be determined by the final implied velocity, not by the average implied velocity.
We therefore modified the inducing displays in Experiment 1 to represent dot patterns changing in configuration at a constant positive acceleration, a constant velocity, or a constant deceleration, while keeping the average implied velocity the same. The implied velocities in the final steps of these sequences were 1.0~ s, 0.6 ~ and 0.2 ~ respectively, matching the implied constant velocities in Experiment 1. If representational momentum is determined by the final implied velocity, the memory shifts in the three conditions of this experiment should match those of the previous experiment. If representational momentum is determined simply by the average implied velocity across the inducing sequence, there should be no effect of the different levels of implied acceleration, and the memory shifts should be equal to the average shift in Experiment 1.
Method
Subjects. Sixteen undergraduate students at the State University of New York at Stony Brook were selected as before. None had participated in the previous experiment.
Stimuli and procedure. The inducing displays from Experiment 1
were modified as shown in Figure 4 . For each set of displays, the initial and final dot configurations were identical to those for the 0.6 ~ constantvelocity condition. For the two changing-velocity conditions, the middle two displays were adjusted to create implied constant accelerations of +0.4~ 2 and -0.4~ 2. This was accomplished by making the implied velocities 0.2~ and 1.0~ respectively, in the first inducing step, 0.6~ s in the second inducing step, and 1.0~ and 0.2~ respectively, in the final inducing step. The average implied velocity in each condition was thus 0.6~ In all other respects the stimuli and procedure were identical to those in Experiment 1.
Results
Distributions of"same" responses. As Figure 5 shows, there was a highly significant main effect of the type of test pattern on In support of our prediction that the momentum effect would be sensitive to the final implied velocity, the amount of forward shift was an increasing function of implied acceleration, F(12, 180) = 4.17, p < .00 I, MSe = 0.98. Figure 5 presents the average distribution of "same" responses for each of the acceleration conditions; the estimated forward shifts were 0.022 ~ 0.051 ~ and 0.065 ~ Assuming that the fully extrapolated distance would be determined by the final implied velocity, these shifts were 11.0%, 8.5%, and 6.5% of the corresponding extrapolated distances, respectively. The decreasing ratios suggest an apparent constraint on the memory shifts as the final implied velocity increases, The quadratic fits were quite good, accounting for an average of 85.2% of the variance compared with 17.1% based on linear regressions.
As before, all 16 subjects displayed a forward shift in their discrimination functions. Quadratic regressions for each of these functions accounted for 49.4% to 94.5% of the individual vari-ance. The estimated shifts in memory ranged from +0.017 ~ to +0.136 ~ (M = +0.049 ~ SD = 0.034~ The average proportion of "same" responses was 42.7%, and these ranged from 27.8% to 56.3% across the subjects.
Reaction times. Table 2 presents, at top, the mean RTs for responding "same" in each condition. With the exception of the negative acceleration condition, initial attempts to provide quadratic fits for these means were unsuccessful; the variance accounted for averaged only 14.3%. Table 2 suggests that these poor fits were mainly because of unusually fast RTs to the -0.3 ~ distractor in the positive acceleration and constant velocity conditions. This was most likely an artifact of the small number of observations contributing to these means (one and four observations, respectively). Repeating the quadratic regressions with RTs for both the +0.3 ~ and -0.3 ~ distractors removed yielded much better fits: For the data averaged across all three conditions, the percentage of variance accounted for increased to 94.5%, and the estimated forward shift was 0.045 ~ , similar to that obtained for the distributions of "same" responses (0.043~ The estimated forward shifts for the negative acceleration, constant velocity, and positive acceleration conditions were, respectively, 0.024 ~ , 0.035 ~ , and 0.083 ~ , corresponding to 12.0%, 5.8%, and 8.3% of the full extrapolations of the final implied velocities.
The average RTs for responding "different" to the test patterns in each condition are presented in the lower part of Table 2 . The forward distractors again took longer to correctly reject than each of the corresponding backward distractors. The quadratic fits for these data were better than those for the "same" RTs, accounting for an average of 88.3% of the variance. The average estimated forward shift was 0.066 ~ , and the estimated shifts for the three acceleration conditions were, respectively, 0.026 ~ , 0.102 ~ and 0.140 ~ corresponding to ratios of 13.0%, 17.0%, and 14.0% of the fully extrapolated distances. As in the previous experiment, these estimates were larger than those based on the distributions of "same" responses.
Discussion
Experiment 2 demonstrates that when there is a consistent change in the implied velocity, the extent of the memory shifts depends on the final implied velocity in the inducing sequence, not simply on the average inducing velocity. There appears, however, to be a small constraint on the rate at which the memory shifts increase. A proposed explanation for this constraint, which was not predicted by our theory, is deferred until later.
The combined results of Experiments 1 and 2 rule out the possible alternative that the momentum effect could be explained Note. Positive and negative dot displacements refer to the forward and backward distractors, respectively. For each condition, the average implied velocity was 0.6~ The number of responses contributing to each mean may be derived from the percentages of "same" responses presented in Figure 5 (N = 16).
by a tendency to increase the contrast between memories for the last two patterns in the inducing sequence. This alternative needs to be considered because, like our theory, it would have predicted small forward shifts in memory for the final inducing pattern. However, it would also have predicted that the forward shifts would increase as the last two patterns became more similar because a greater shift would then be required to make the memories distinct. This is clearly refuted by the velocity and acceleration effects obtained in these experiments because the forward shifts decreased, not increased, with increasing similarity between the last two inducing patterns (see Figures 1, 2, 4 , and 5). Another account of the velocity and acceleration effects in our first two experiments is that they might have resulted from shifts in eye position after observing the inducing displays. Although explicitly instructed not to do so, subjects might have picked out, and focused on, just one of the dots in these displays, and then tracked the dot as it was being displaced. If their eyes continued to drift slightly in the same direction, this might have caused them to misjudge the position of the dot when it was forwardly displaced in the test patterns because there were no external cues for judging the absolute positions of the dots. Accordingly, if larger implied velocities create larger shifts in eye position, our velocity and acceleration effects could have been due to this artifact.
In arguing against this account, it would have been easier for subjects to judge the test patterns according to the relative positions of the dots, and not their absolute positions because the three dots were always displaced in different directions. In addition, we conducted a simple control experiment, repeating Experiment 2 while providing a stationary fixation point together with a stationary square frame surrounding the inducing and test patterns throughout the entire presentation sequence. The presence of these stationary reference cues should have greatly reduced any possibility that subjects would misjudge the positions of the dots as a result of shifts in their eye position, and should have facilitated the detection of small displacements of the dots in the test patterns. The results of this control experiment, however, were virtually identical to those of the present experiment (the corresponding memory shifts, based on distributions of "same" responses, were .007 ~ .051 ~ and .062~ in further support of our claim that transformations of visual memories underlie these effects.
Experiment 3
There is another explanation for why the size of the memory shifts in Experiment 2 was determined by the final and not the average implied velocity in the inducing sequence. Suppose that subjects simply did not take into account information about changing velocity provided by the first two displays. Their memory shifts would then have been determined by the implied velocity in the final inducing step, but without assuming that they were sensitive to the implied accelerations.
In fact, a closer inspection of the inducing conditions of Experiment 2 favors this alternative account. If subjects were really sensitive to the implied accelerations of the dots, their memory shifts should have been determined not by the implied velocity of the final inducing step, but rather by the final instantaneous velocity implied at the end of the inducing sequence. In the previous experiment, the final instantaneous implied velocities for the three acceleration conditions can be calculated from the formula v(final) = v(average) + (at)/2. These were, respectively, 0.0~ 0.6~ and 1.2~ We therefore should have found no forward shift at all in our negative acceleration condition, contrary to the obtained result.
In Experiment 3, we attempted to distinguish between these two accounts by modifying the inducing display sequence to increase the salience of the implied accelerations. This was done in three ways. First, we doubled the implied accelerations and increased the average implied velocity to 1.0~ Next, we increased the number of inducing displays from four to six to better depict the implied changes in velocity. Finally, we reduced the inducing ISI to 250 ms to shorten the integration time between the inducing displays. Although this reduction in ISI did create visual apparent motion, Finke and Freyd (1985) showed, using ISis ranging from 250 to 500 ms, that apparent motion does not contribute to the memory shifts.
These modifications produced implied velocities in the final inducing steps of 0.2~ 1.0~ and 1.8~ and final instantaneous implied velocities of0.0~
1.0~ and 2.0~ If the momentum effect is sensitive to the final instantaneous implied velocity, then it should disappear completely in the negative acceleration condition of this experiment where the implied changes in velocity would now be much more apparent. For the other two conditions, we expected the memory shifts to be 0. l0 ~ and 0.20 ~ assuming a ratio of 10% of the full extrapolation of the instantaneous implied velocities.
Method
Subjects. Sixteen undergraduate students at the State University of New York at Stony Brook were selected as in Experiments 1 and 2.
Stimuli and procedure. The procedure of Experiment 2 was again repeated, except there were now six inducing displays, and the inducing ISis were reduced to 250 ms. The retention ISI remained at 750 ms. The dot positions in the first five inducing displays were adjusted to create implied accelerations of +0.8~ 2, 0.0~ 2, and -0.8 ~ the average impried velocity in each case was 1.0~ There were again two sets of inducing displays implying motions of the dots in opposite directions from different starting points. Each dot was displaced 2.5 ~ going from the initial to the final configurations.
Results
Distributions of"same" responses. Figure 6 displays the distributions of "same" responses for each condition, together with the average distribution. Whereas the distributions for the constant velocity and positive acceleration conditions were both shifted forward, as before, that for the negative acceleration condition was symmetrically distributed about the actual "same" position. Quadratic regressions, which accounted for an average of 90.4% of the variance, verified the absence of any forward shift in the negative acceleration condition (the estimated shift, as shown in Figure 6 , was -0.002~ and revealed forward shifts in the other two conditions similar to those found previously (+0.061 ~ and +0.070 ~ respectively). ANOVAS yielded essentially the same pattern of results as before; there was a main effect of test pattern type, F(6, 90) = 76.95, p < .001 (MSe = 2.21), a significant interaction between implied acceleration and type of test pattern, F(12, 180) = 13.97, p < .001 (MSe = .86), and significant differences in the number of"same" responses between each pair of forward and backward distractors (for each comparison, p < .005). The momentum effect was again constrained; the memory shifts in the constant velocity and positive acceleration conditions were 6.1% and 3.5% of the fully extrapolated displacements for the final instantaneous velocities.
All subjects showed the momentum effect in their individual discrimination functions. Quadratic regressions accounted for 64.5% to 96.8% of the individual variance, and the estimated memory shifts ranged from +0.006 ~ to +0.109 ~ (M = +0.040 ~ SD = 0.031 ~ The average proportion of"same" responses was 46.0%, and these ranged from 15.1% to 59.5% across the subjects.
Reaction times. Table 3 presents the mean RTs for responding "same" and "different" in all conditions. The absence of a momentum effect for the negative acceleration condition, and its constraint in the positive acceleration condition, are revealed by both sets of results. For the "same" RTs, quadratic regressions accounted for an average of 82.7% of the variance and provided estimated shifts, across levels of increasing implied acceleration, of -0.031 ~ +0.105 ~ and +0.061 o, corresponding to displacement ratios of 10.5% and 3.1% in the last two conditions. For the "different" RTs, quadratic regressions accounted for an av- Note. Positive and negative dot displacements refer to the forward and backward distractors, respectively. For each condition, the average implied velocity was 1.0~ The number of responses contributing to each mean may be derived from the percentages of "same" responses presented in Figure 6 (N = 16).
erage of 82.1% of the variance, and the estimated shifts were +0.005 ~ +0.065 ~ and +0.070 ~ corresponding to displacement ratios of 6.5 and 3.5 in the last two conditions.
Discussion
When consistent implied changes in velocity are made more salient in the inducing displays, the memory shifts are determined by the final, instantaneous implied velocity. In our negative acceleration condition, where the displays implied a constant deceleration to zero velocity, the momentum effect was completely eliminated. The effect is therefore sensitive to implied acceleration, not just to the velocity implied in the final inducing step. As in Experiment 2, however, it appears to be constrained at the higher implied velocities.
In attempting to confirm our theory, it is important to be able to show that, at least under some inducing conditions, representational momentum does not occur. In previous work, we have found that the momentum effect also disappears when the inducing displays are permuted, so that they do not imply a consistent forward motion (Freyd & Finke, 1984, Experiment 2) . That finding, along with those of the present experiment, rule out the possibility that the memory shifts occur merely as a result of prolonged observation and testing, irrespective of the nature of the inducing displays.
General Discussion
These three experiments provide evidence that the way implied motions distort visual memories resembles at least some of the lawful properties of physical momentum. Discrimination functions for recognizing the test patterns were consistently shifted in the same direction as the implied motions, and the amount of shift depended on the final implied velocity in the inducing sequence. These characteristics reflect the manner in which a physical object acquires a momentum determined by the final velocity it achieves, and support the qualitative predictions of our theory.
It has been well established that memories often change gradually over long retention periods (e.g., Bartlett, 1932) and can be distorted when biasing information is presented prior to retrieval (e.g., Loftus, 1975; Loftus, Miller, & Burns, 1978 ; but see also McCloskey & Zaragoza, 1985) . However, our findings suggest a more fundamental way in which memory distortions can occur. Even though subjects were strongly motivated to remember accurately the final pattern in the sequences, the retention period was very short, and the same pattern was to be remembered on every trial, the implied motions still induced forward shifts in their memories. We would, therefore, expect such transformations to be much larger whenever implied motions are observed under natural conditions, where people would tend to be less motivated to retain a perfectly accurate memory, where the retention periods would be much longer, and where the remembered item may be seen only once (cf. Loftus, 1979; Neisser, 1982) .
Our findings, consistent with those of Freyd and Finke (1985) , also suggest that the best method for measuring the presence and strength of the momentum effect is to obtain discrimination functions for the likelihood of responding "same" to test patterns that are forwardly and backwardly transformed by varying amounts. Measures based on RTs for responding "same" or "different" to the test patterns appear to be somewhat less reliable, although they did yield results which for the most part were consistent with those based on distributions of "same" responses.
The quantitative predictions of our theory were only partly confirmed. In Experiment l, we did find that the memory shifts increased at approximately the same rate in proportion to the implied velocity, amounting to 10% to 12% of the fully extrapolated distances. In Experiments 2 and 3, however, the memory shifts for the positive acceleration conditions corresponded to decreasing ratios of 6.5% and 3.5%, respectively, suggesting that the memory shifts were constrained as the final implied velocity increased from 1 ~ to 20/s. In contrast, such constraints were not found in the study by Freyd and Finke (1985) on implied rotations of rigid forms, in which the implied angular velocity was varied from 150/s to 49~ Why, then, did these constraints appear in the present study?
Recent experiments by Finke and Shyi (1985) suggest that these constraints may result from a breakdown in the mental extrapolation process as the implied velocity increases, because of the more complex nature of the implied motions for these types of inducing displays. Using inducing stimuli similar to those in Experiment 1, Finke and Shyi compared performance on the memory task with that in which subjects were explicitly instructed to extrapolate the implied motions to the next step in the inducing sequence. In the context of our theory, the latter task corresponds to the case where no cognitive resistance is applied. They found that the extrapolation judgments were generally accurate up to an implied velocity of 1 ~ but then fell behind the correct extrapolated positions as the implied velocity was further increased. Although we have not done the analogous study for implied rotations of rigid forms, it seems less likely that these same extrapolation errors would arise in that case because the implied motions are much simpler. According to our theory, the momentum effect should depend not only on the implied velocity, but also on how accurately the implied motions can be extrapolated. The theory does not, however, specify the precise conditions under which the extrapolations can be accurately performed.
This last point brings us to consider the relation between our work on representational momentum and that of McCloskey and his colleagues on naive physics (e.g., McCloskey, et al., 1980; McCloskey & Kohl, 1983) . Their studies showed that people often have mistaken notions about how objects would continue moving after constraining forces are removed, suggesting that there are some properties of physical momentum that are not faithfully internalized. For example, they found that people sometimes believe a ball moving within a spiral tube will continue along a curved trajectory after it emerges, thus violating the principle of inertia. Although these findings at first appear to conflict with our theoretical claims, we argue that they bear on a different aspect of the extrapolation process.
Take, for example, the case where an object is observed to move along a curved trajectory and then suddenly disappears from view. Will its motion be extrapolated along a curved path or along a straight, tangential path? Newtonian laws of physics require that the latter path will be followed in the absence of constraining forces. But if the observer assumes that the forces will continue to be applied, the extrapolation may continue along the curved path. Whichever path is chosen will therefore depend to some extent on the tacit assumptions of the observer, as McCloskey's work dearly suggests.
Our theory does not specify the particular paths that are followed in mental extrapolation. Rather, we attempt to predict what will happen along any representational pathway when one attempts to stop the extrapolation. If the extrapolation is along a curved trajectory, memory shifts will occur along the same curved trajectory. If the extrapolation is along a straight, tangential trajectory, memory shifts will occur along that trajectory. In either case, we would predict that the memory shifts will increase as the rate of extrapolation increases. We emphasize, again, that our momentum analogy properly applies to how the extrapolations are stopped, irrespective of the specific representational pathways along which the extrapolations occur. We believe, therefore, that our findings are not inconsistent with those of McCloskey.
In assessing the strength of the momentum effect in the last two experiments, we assumed that forward accelerations would be extrapolated at a rate determined by the final implied velocity. In view of the previous discussion, this may not have been a valid assumption; subjects could have continued the accelerating motions in their extrapolations. If so, their memory shifts should have been even larger than we predicted. However, because the shifts were constrained at the higher implied velocities, for reasons already considered, we cannot distinguish between these two possibilities in the present study.
A stronger version of the momentum analogy would lead to the prediction that the memory shifts should also depend on implied mass. This is because an object's physical momentum is proportional to both its mass and velocity. There are two problems, however, with extending our theory to include the effects of implied mass. The first is methodological; implied changes in mass, unlike implied changes in velocity, are difficult to control using visual displays. More important, we believe that representational momentum is a general phenomenon that can occur even when internal transformations do not correspond to the motions of physical objects. For example, Kelly and Freyd (1985) recently reported a momentum effect for implied changes in the pitch of auditory tones. It is more likely that the proper analogue to physical mass, if one exists, would be something related to the perceptual salience of the inducing displays.
We conclude by addressing two remaining questions. First, one might ask why people could not both extrapolate implied motions forward and, at the same time, try to remember the final display in the inducing sequence. It is certainly possible, for example, that a forward extrapolation could be stopped at one level of memory, with a resulting momentum effect, while being continued at some other level. However, our theory would predict that any attempt to do so would reduce the amount of cognitive resistance and would thus tend to increase the size of the momentum effect.
Finally, one could ask why people do not merely apply cognitive resistance sooner during the inducing sequence, the same way they apply the brakes well in advance of where they want a car to stop. The reason, we believe, is that people ordinarily are not aware of the consequences of representational momentum, unlike those of a car's momentum. Hence, we think that it might be possible for someone to learn to compensate for the momentum effect after being properly informed about it and extensively trained, in much the same way that one might learn to compensate for certain types of visual illusions.
